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Abstract 31 

Linear scaling is used to convert raw computed tomography (CT) pixel values into 32 

Hounsfield units corresponding to different tissue values. Analysis of a benchmarking study, 33 

presented here, where the same CT scan was imported into and then exported from multiple 34 

radiotherapy treatment planning systems, found inconsistencies in HU scaling parameter 35 

values exported along with the images, particularly when images were exported using the  36 

Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) format. Several methods of estimating 37 

conversion parameters, based on estimating pixel values corresponding to air and water 38 

within the image, for pelvic CT images from a large multi-centre trial were compared against 39 

original Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) export parameters. In 40 

general using the mean of a sample region at the centroid of the bladder to estimate the value 41 

of water was more accurate than using the minimum or maximum or a single value at the 42 

centroid. Accuracy of methods of air estimation tested were dependent in part on features of 43 

the CT scanners and treatment planning systems, making it difficult to pick one method as 44 

superior that was independent of scanner and treatment planning system type. Based on the 45 

above analysis, methods for estimating air and water were selected for use in performing 46 

linear scaling of a set of pelvic CT images prior to their use in an interpatient image 47 

registration application. The selected methods were validated against a more recent and 48 

homogeneous dataset. Estimation error was found to be much lower within the validation set. 49 

Keywords: Hounsfield units, linear scaling estimation, RTOG, DICOM, interpatient 50 

registration 51 

  52 
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I. Introduction 53 

The Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG; [1]) and Digital Imaging and 54 

Communications in Medicine (DICOM; [2]) data storage formats represent computed 55 

tomography (CT) image pixels as a list of integer (always unsigned for RT0G[3] and 56 

sometimes unsigned for DICOM[2]) values (referred to as raw pixel values throughout this 57 

report). Conversion from HU can be required to ensure that the range of pixel values will fit 58 

within the range of the datatype used during export. For example, when an unsigned integer 59 

is used shifting is often needed to ensure all values are positive. Scaling allows for 60 

adjustments to precision so can, for example, allow the preservation of floating point 61 

precision or reduce the number of bits required to store a particular range of values but with 62 

lower than unit precision. Linear parameters, provided in the image headers, are available for 63 

scaling the raw pixel values to Hounsfield Units (HU), with values of -1000 for air and 0 for 64 

water, enabling inter-patient identification of different tissue types. Having intensities for 65 

corresponding tissues match between image sets can also have an impact on applications 66 

requiring image registration when methods of image similarity calculation, such as the sum-67 

of-squared differences (SSD) of pixel values, used during image registration rely directly on 68 

pixel intensity values. For the RTOG format [1,3] the conversion parameters provided are the 69 

raw pixel values corresponding to air, �, and water,  . A linear conversion is then applied to 70 

transform raw pixel value, !, to its HU value, "(!): 71 

 #($) = −&''' + ($ − *) ∗
&'''

-.*
  (1)   72 

In the case of the DICOM format the parameters [2] are the slope, /, and intercept, 0, of a 73 

linear function:  74 

 #($) = 1 ∙ $ + 3  (2) 75 
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As part of an ongoing outcomes investigation, inter-patient registration of pelvic CT images 76 

from the Trans-Tasman Radiation Oncology Group (TROG) 03.04 RADAR (Randomised 77 

Androgen Deprivation And Radiotherapy) trial [4] is being performed. In many cases raw 78 

pixel values to HU conversion parameters have been lost as part of the database upload 79 

process or are inconsistent [5] and so must be estimated from features within the images. The 80 

aim of this study is to present and compare several automated methods of performing 81 

parameter estimation in the context of subsequent image registration based dose-outcomes 82 

analyses. To our knowledge this issue has not been previously addressed. Although CT 83 

conversion parameters were estimated by Chang et al [5] the estimation methods were not 84 

automated and no evaluation of estimation accuracy was reported.    85 

II. Methods and Materials 86 

Evaluation of errors in original RADAR parameters 87 

A previous investigation relating CT HU of patients to muscle attenuation found that raw 88 

pixel to HU conversion parameters were sometimes inconsistent for a subset of patients in the 89 

RADAR dataset [5]. A benchmarking study [4], performed as part of the quality assurance 90 

process for the RADAR trial, compared the results of contours delineated on the same 91 

DICOM CT set for participating trial centres using their own treatment planning system. As a 92 

result, the same CT set was available after export from the scanner that was used to create the 93 

images plus 13 different trial centres in either RTOG or DICOM format (depending on the 94 

trial centre and planning system). All DICOM exports apart from the original CT export, 95 

which came directly from a Light Speed Plus CT scanner, were exported using Eclipse 96 

(version 7.2.24 or 7.3). Information about the treatment planning system was not recorded in 97 

the RTOG exports so it is not known which TPS or TPS version was used for each export, 98 
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however the participating centres were known to have used XIO (versions 4.1.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.1 99 

or 4.3.3), Pinnacle (versions 6.06, 6.2b, 7.6c or 8.0d) or Eclipse (versions 6.5, 7.1.67, 7.2.24, 100 

7.3, 7.3.1 or 8) over the time that they participated in the trial. The consistency of resulting 101 

exported raw pixel values and linear parameters provided some indication of the reliability of 102 

the original parameters, which is important for the interpretation of comparisons with 103 

estimated parameters described below. 104 

Comparison with original RADAR parameters 105 

Parameter estimation was performed for CT for 711 prostate cancer patients treated across 23 106 

centres during 2003-2008 during the RADAR trial [4] and archived to the SWAN software 107 

system [6]. As part of the treatment planning process these images had been imported into 108 

commercial treatment planning systems before being re-exported in RTOG or DICOM 109 

format. Bladder structures, outlined as part of the treatment planning process and reviewed by 110 

three experts, were available for all datasets. As a result of the upload process used by SWAN 111 

at the time CT-HU conversion information was lost for most image sets. Original RTOG 112 

exports for 101 of the RADAR treatment plans and original DICOM RT exports for 45 of the 113 

RADAR treatment plans were available for comparison with estimated parameters. In the 114 

case of the DICOM exports the slope and intercept parameters were used to find the raw 115 

image intensity values corresponding to air and water, which were then compared to the 116 

estimated values of air and water.   117 

Comparison with original parameters from an external dataset 118 

The inconsistency in parameter interpretation for the RADAR dataset (as established by the 119 

analysis of benchmarking data) makes it desirable to evaluate parameter estimation accuracy 120 

on a more consistent dataset. A comparison for the methods of air and water estimation we 121 
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ultimately selected for use in our interpatient registration application (methods a1 and w2) 122 

was performed against a more recent dataset. Pelvic CT scans for 42 prostate cancer 123 

patients[7] attending the Calvary Mater Newcastle Hospital, New South Wales, Australia, 124 

were available for this purpose (referred to as the NC set). These images were generated on 125 

two CT scanners and exported from the same treatment planning systems into DICOM RT. 126 

Parameters were estimated for 42 CT images from the NC dataset that had already been 127 

converted to HU after export from the treatment planning system. Estimated values for air 128 

and water were compared to the standard HU values of -1000 for air and 0 for water.  129 

Parameter Estimation 130 

Conversion from raw pixel values to HU in RTOG is via a linear transformation based on 131 

knowing the raw pixel values corresponding to air and water. The approach to parameter 132 

estimation evaluated here was to find a way of locating and sampling air and water in the 133 

images.  134 

It was assumed that the lowest attenuation within the field of view (FOV) was that of air 135 

outside the body. The raw pixel value of air could correspond to the minimum raw value in 136 

the CT image with a frequency greater than 100 or to the value of a point on the image, 137 

identified as being reliably outside the body and avoiding padding, table and scanner pixels. 138 

It may also be desirable to take a sample over a region rather than sampling an individual 139 

pixel to account for noise and possible artefacts in the image that could create a small number 140 

of extreme values. Estimation of water, in a patient imaged without contrast, is based on the 141 

assumption that the pixels in and around the geometric bladder centroid correspond to water. 142 

Urine has been found to have a specific gravity relative to water ranging from 1.002 to 143 

1.037[8] so has a density very close to that of water. The HU of urine was reported to range 144 

from 5 to 15 [9] and Mizumura et al[10] found that ascites of patients with bladder ruptures 145 
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have a median HU of 5.7 (range of 3.1 to 6.1) so it is expected to provide a reasonable 146 

approximation of water. Table 1 outlines 3 methods tested for air estimation and 4 methods 147 

tested for water estimation based on the above assumptions. The choice of air sampling 148 

location used for methods a2 and a3 (see table 1) was based initially on examination of the 149 

common locations for air in a subset of the images. When running comparisons to original 150 

parameters, any cases where a2 and a3 results were a lot worse than a1 were manually 151 

checked and, where sampling location was an issue, used to adjust how the location was 152 

selected before comparisons were re-run. Similarly initial tests of using a1 without the 153 

frequency-greater-than-100 condition showed occasional extreme errors due to very low 154 

frequency noise, which led us to introduce the condition. For methods sampling pixels from a 155 

region centred on a sampling location we chose a small sample size of 3 pixels in each 156 

dimension (27 in total). The risk of using a large sample size is that if, for example, the 157 

bladder is an unusual shape pixels may be included in the sample that are near the edge or 158 

outside of the bladder.  159 

 160 

Table 1 Methods for performing air and water estimation. Method a1 is based on finding 161 

minimum pixel values. Methods a2 and a3 and w1-w4 are based on sampling a pixel or a 162 

sample of pixels from a particular region 163 

 Estimate 

Method 

Sampled Pixels Estimate Calculation 

air a1 All pixels considered minimum pixel value with 

frequency > 100* 

 a2 3x3 region centred on the middle column and 3rd mean pixel value 
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 a3 row of the 2nd CT slice minimum pixel value 

water w1 The single pixel closest to the centroid** of the 

outlined bladder structure 

value of the centroid pixel 

 w2 3x3 pixel region cantered on the centroid of the 

outlined bladder structure 

mean of the sampling region 

 w3 minimum of the sampling region 

 w4 maximum of the sampling region 

* the “frequency > 100” condition is intended to avoid small amounts of noise from being used to estimate air 164 

** calculated as the average location of all the pixels that were inside the delineated bladder structure 165 

III. Results 166 

Evaluation of errors in original RADAR parameters 167 

Tables 2 and 3 provide a comparison of exported raw pixel values and linear parameters 168 

provided by each system upon exporting the benchmarking CT scan using RTOG (11 169 

centres) and DICOM (3 centres + the original DICOM benchmark CT set) format 170 

respectively. Columns 2 and 3 provide parameters retrieved from the image file headers. The 171 

remaining columns provide statistics for values sampled from the raw pixel images. In Table 172 

2 scaling values provided for air and water sometimes differ despite raw pixel values being 173 

unchanged (rows 2-6). For example the values of -976 for air and 1029 for water in row 3 are 174 

clearly incorrect as they would mean there was no air in the image. For 2 centres (row 1) 175 

parameters were the same as for 5 other centres (row 2) but raw values in the centre of the 176 

body region and bladder had been shifted in comparison to the images exported from all other 177 

centres whilst the minimum raw value outside the body  as measured by a1 and a3 remained 178 

the same.  179 
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The interpretation of the DICOM conversion parameters as summarised in Table 3 is more 180 

consistent. Only the original CT image export (row 2) is inconsistent with the exports for the 181 

trial centres. The samples taken from the body region match but the minimum pixel value 182 

with frequency greater than 100 as well as the sample taken from outside the body (a2 & a3) 183 

region, presumably corresponding to air do not. A difference image comparing intensity 184 

values in the original CT image (row 2) vs one of the DICOM exports created by a TPS (row 185 

1) showed that noise like differences were present anywhere that corresponded to air 186 

including air pockets within the body region. This could potentially lead to error in air value 187 

estimation. If original parameters are available then values within the body will at least 188 

remain consistent between datasets since the slopes and intercepts provided are consistent 189 

between DICOM exports and pixels sampled from within the patient body match exactly. The 190 

parameters provided with the DICOM exports are always at least slightly inconsistent with all 191 

of the RTOG exports since none of the RTOG air and water parameter pairs provided would 192 

equate to a slope of 1.0 if converted to DICOM parameters.  193 

Table 2 Features of the benchmark CT scan after import and export by different trial centres 194 

into RTOG format.  195 

 RTOG export 

parameters 

 Raw pixel value samples 

Centres 

producing 

these values 

   a1 a2 a3 w1 w2 w3 w4 Perfect match 

between centre 

pixels*? 

2 0 1024  0 10 0 1052 1005 952 1065 No 
 

5 0 1024  0 23 0 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 
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1 -976 1029  0 23 0 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 

1 17 998  0 23 0 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 

1 17 999  0 23 0 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 

1 24 1028  0 23 0 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 

* raw pixel values in a 100 pixel cubed region at the centre of the image are compared to corresponding pixels 196 

in the original CT scan  197 

 198 

Table 3 Features of the benchmark CT scan after import and export by different trial centres 199 

into DICOM format. The original CT set (corresponding to the second data row) provided to 200 

trial centres was in DICOM format and is included the comparison. 201 

 DICOM export 

parameters 

 Raw pixel value samples 

Centres 

producing 

these values 

Slope Intercept  a1 a2 a3 w1 w2 w3 w4 Perfect match between 

centre pixels? 

3 1 -1024  24 34 24 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 

1* 1 -1024  0 23 0 1076 1029 976 1089 Yes 

* This row corresponds to the original CT set that was imported and then exported by each of the participating 202 

centres.  203 

Comparison with original RADAR parameters 204 

Figures 1 and 2 present box and whiskers plots summarising differences between estimated 205 

and original values for air and water for images exported to DICOM only. A positive value 206 

along the vertical axis corresponds to the case where the estimated value of air or water is 207 
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higher than the original value calculated based on the slope and intercepts present in the 208 

original DICOM header. The comparisons are restricted to DICOM image sets due to the 209 

inconsistencies found for RTOG in the benchmarking data and improbably extreme errors 210 

found in initial RTOG comparisons for air. Air estimation method a2 has the lowest average 211 

absolute error of 4.49 (sd=7.5). However the presence of noise or artefacts in the sampling 212 

region for some images means that at times the method fails by up to 49 units. Method a3 has 213 

a slightly higher average absolute error of  5.27 (sd=8.0) but lower maximum error of 40 raw 214 

pixel values. Method a1 (mean=12.8, sd=12.11) is very consistent, either being accurate with 215 

zero error or being exactly +-24 units out and avoids the need for selecting a sampling region. 216 

Fig. 1 Box and whiskers plots showing the distribution of air estimation errors for different 217 

estimation methods. The mean values correspond to the diamonds linked by the dotted line. 218 

Only images exported to DICOM (n=45) are included. For a1_RADAR the minimum, 1st 219 

quartile and median are all -24. For a3_RADAR the mean and the 3rd quartile are both zero.  220 

Fig. 2 Box and whiskers plots showing the distribution of water estimation errors for 221 

different estimation methods. The mean values correspond to the diamonds linked by the 222 

dotted line. Only images exported to DICOM are included. The first 4 series show error 223 

estimation values for the RADAR subset (n=45) where original values were available the last 224 

corresponds to error estimation for the Newcastle dataset (n=42) 225 

The results for the water comparison (Fig. 2) have a noticeably higher error range than for air. 226 

The average of the centroid region, estimation method w2 (absolute error 227 

mean=15.22,sd=15.96), is consistently closer to the original value for water than other 228 

methods (absolute error means ranging from 18.49 to 42). There is a positive bias in 229 

estimation error for all methods except w3 (error means: w1=15.47,w2=13.62,w3=-230 

16.07,w4=42), which takes the minimum of the sample region and a moderate negative 231 
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correlation between bladder volume and estimation error for most methods of estimation 232 

(correlation coefficients r_w1=-0.23, r_w2=-0.44, r_w3=-0.33, r_w4=-48, r_w2_NC=-0.29).  233 

Comparison with original parameters from an external dataset 234 

Estimation error was generally much lower for the NC set than the RADAR set. The 235 

estimation error for air using method a1 was 0 for all images. Mean error in estimation of 236 

water using method w2 was 3.74 (sd=10.66) and the mean of the absolute error was 8.74 (sd 237 

=7.05). The range of estimation error was -23 to 25. Fig. 2 displays a summary of the 238 

distribution of error in w2 estimation for NC (w2_NC) compared to water estimation errors 239 

using methods w1-w4 for RADAR. If the assumption that conversion into HU for this dataset 240 

was correct holds then this distribution provides an estimate of the expected HU distribution 241 

of urine.  242 

IV. Discussion 243 

Analysis of the benchmarking CT set suggests that scaling parameters to convert CT images 244 

from raw image intensity values to Hounsfield Units recorded in radiotherapy plan exports 245 

have not always been consistently interpreted, especially for the RTOG format. The order of 246 

magnitude of errors found in parameter interpretation for RTOG exports and in parameter 247 

estimation for the RADAR dataset was high enough to potentially interfere with 248 

identification of different types of soft tissue. For example an HU value of 50 as calculated 249 

using the slope and intercept provided with the original benchmarking CT set would, when 250 

converted using parameters exported to RTOG by other trial centres, be assigned CT numbers 251 

ranging from 22 to 77. A value of -100 would be assigned an HU number ranging from -103 252 

to 61. This magnitude of error could have implications for applications involving data-mining 253 
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of older radiation oncology clinical imaging information (e.g. data-linkage for decision 254 

support systems [11] or radiomics [12]).  255 

Several methods were compared for the estimation of raw pixel values of air and water for a 256 

heterogeneous multi-centre pelvic CT dataset. Using the mean of a sample of pixels at the 257 

centre of the bladder worked better for water estimation than use of a single value at the 258 

centroid or the maximum or minimum values of the sample region. On average the best water 259 

estimation method was 13.62 raw units too high. Given that the range of HU found to 260 

correspond to urine (without contrast) ranges from -5 to 15 [9] it may be appropriate to use 261 

bladder estimates to directly estimate a urine HU of 5. The moderate negative relationship of 262 

water estimation error with bladder volume is consistent with the positive relationship 263 

previously found between urine concentration and HU [13,14]. Estimation accuracy could 264 

potentially be further improved by adjusting the expected HU of urine based on bladder 265 

volume.  266 

The mean error for estimation of air was generally lower than for estimation of water. The 267 

best choice of estimation method when compared against original DICOM parameters 268 

appears to depend on the particular dataset estimation is being applied to. The suitability of 269 

the different methods for air estimation within a particular dataset depended on noise in the 270 

image and artefacts surrounding the image. The estimates based on a mean of the selected 271 

sampling location (a2) resulted in the lowest average error. However the error range was 272 

higher than for method a1, where the need to select a sampling location could be avoided. 273 

The fact that the estimated value is so often out by exactly 24 when method a1 is used is odd 274 

but may be related to the differences in export parameter interpretation. When comparing the 275 

same image exported to DICOM by Eclipse versions 7.2.24 and 7.3 vs the original export 276 

from the Light Speed Plus CT scanner we found that despite identical slope, intercept, and 277 
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pixel values sampled from within the body there were differences in pixels outside the body 278 

and minimum pixel value difference of exactly 24.  279 

Validation of the chosen methods a1 and w2 was performed for the more homogenous NC 280 

dataset, where we had higher confidence that the original conversion into HU was consistent 281 

and correct. In this case average estimation errors were much lower at 0 raw units for air and 282 

3.73 raw units for water, providing more confidence that methods a1 and w2 are suitable for 283 

application to the RADAR image set. Given that the NC dataset was already converted into 284 

HU before these estimates were made the values sampled, which also correspond to the error, 285 

could be assumed to provide an estimate of urine HU. Whilst the mean at 3.74 is consistent 286 

with the mean HU of ascites created by bladder ruptures[10] the range of -23 to 25 was 287 

somewhat higher adding to the uncertainty of parameter estimates for any individual dataset.  288 

Chang et al[5] commented that their methods of using estimated air and water attenuation 289 

values in normalisation of the images should be tested on images exported to DICOM RT 290 

format presumably with the intention of evaluating the accuracy of their methods. Given that 291 

the underlying assumptions made in this study, that pixels outside the body correspond to air 292 

and pixels near the centroid of the bladder correspond to water, match those made by Chang 293 

et al these results may be useful in indicating the expected uncertainty in their parameter 294 

estimates. One caveat is that in their case sampling locations were selected manually so were 295 

less vulnerable to potential problems with choice of sampling location.    296 

Overall the impact of estimation errors on retrospective dose-outcomes analysis depends on 297 

the image processing methods performed. For the application of inter-patient registration 298 

between RADAR images (useful in facilitating automatic segmentation of structures[15] or 299 

voxel based comparisons of planned dose between patients for subsequent dose outcomes 300 

analysis) the impact of linear scaling error is likely to be dependent on the image similarity 301 
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metrics used. Some metrics such as the sum-of-squared differences are highly dependent on 302 

absolute pixel values whereas others such as normalised cross-correlation or normalised 303 

mutual-information are insensitive to or independent of linear scaling[16]. For image sets 304 

where linear scaling parameters are not available or may not be reliable, as was the case for 305 

the RTOG exports in the RADAR trial, parameter estimation can be used. Where possible, 306 

care should also be taken in selection of image processing methods that reduce linear 307 

dependence on pixel intensities.  308 

V. Conclusions 309 

Analysis of benchmarking data established that exported linear parameters for converting raw 310 

CT values to Hounsfield Units are not always consistently used. In situations where legacy 311 

data is being used in image intensity sensitive analyses we recommend that a check is made 312 

to confirm that converted intensity values are within an expected range for identified tissue 313 

types.  314 

In lieu of exported RTOG or DICOM HU conversion parameters or in the case where 315 

parameters are shown to be inaccurate using either methods a1, based on minimum pixel 316 

values and showing zero error in the validation dataset, or a2, based on the mean of an area 317 

sampled outside the body and showing the lowest mean error when compared to original 318 

values of the RADAR dataset, to estimate the raw CT value of air and method w2 based on 319 

the mean of sampled bladder pixels for estimating the raw CT value of water will provide a 320 

close approximation of appropriate conversion parameters. If high levels of accuracy are 321 

required then modifying the linear conversion equation to use estimated urine HU values 322 

instead of water and adding an adjustment based on bladder volume may be preferable.   323 
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